American Troops Land at Shanghai

The departure of American forces from the C. S. S. Pittsburg at Shanghai, set afoot American arms and property endangered by the Chinese civil war. This is the first picture of the landing to reach this country.

Late News Flashes

Tablet—the fatal of the shipping board freighter either, which left our distance signal Wednesday night, was still unknown today. The steamer Liberator which arrived in the call for help was unable to reach theBenwood. Reports received here indicating the Elkins was 200 miles west of the vessel not correct. The vessel is thought to be north of the island of Yap along the intanto of Guano and at least 5,000 miles from the Philippine.

Telukniah, Fl.—Nineteen year old Rufus Chubera's last hope fell last night as he went to a lingering today. The state supreme court released him from jail and he was advised to proceed to the state prison. Gov. John W. Martin. released it in the death sentence of the young man who was only 17 years old when he murdered his sweetheart, seven years his senior, in September, 1925, on the day before they were to be married.

New York—As the result of the most sensational lynch raid stage on Broadway, the 500 club, in which famous "Forensics" Grant Goines, was ordered pardoned for a period of six months by Federal Judge Benady here today.

Gruen Strap Watches

The final watch of a good-looking timepiece, not a single outlet among leading jewelers in Chicago, was gold-plated for a period of six months by Federal Judge Benady here today.
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COAL-PIET WORKERS HELD IN SLAVERY

Scottish Miners Long the Property of Owners.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, Scottish miners were held as property by their owners. In 1600, the miners, who did not have the right to vote or participate in public affairs, were considered property by their masters. By 1620, the situation had not changed.

In those days, the owners, both men and women, were bought and sold like livestock. The price of a miner was determined by the quality of his work and his health. Many miners were bought and sold several times during their lifetime.

For the miners, the situation was hopeless. They had no rights and no protection. They were at the mercy of their owners, who treated them as property. The miners lived in fear and despondency, knowing that their owners could do anything to them without fear of punishment.

The situation improved in the eighteenth century, but it was still not until the Industrial Revolution that the miners were able to gain any real rights. Today, Scottish miners are free to live and work as they choose.
PASTORS' CHILDREN TO HONOR PARENTS

Memorial Takes Form of Tuberculosis Sanatorium.

Chicago.—Silver keys to golden memorial. In these words epitomizes a national movement, the headquarters of which is Chicago, and its objectives, the National Memorial for the Children of Tuberculosis. Two large buildings will be the architectural manifestation of the movement, the girls' building, and the boys' building, and the most striking feature of the new institution is the fact that the majority of the children of the National Memorial will live outside of Chicago.

The "golden memorials" are those that are located in the principal cities of the United States, and in the smaller cities, the heart-felt groups who are helping to extend the building scheme by giving of their time and money.

The "silver keys" are the children of the National Memorial, and the dedication ceremony, which is to take place on April 15, is expected to be attended by thousands of children.

That national memorial to be the Methodist Ministers' Memorial Sanatorium at Colorado Springs, Colo., is in process as the principal unit of the National Methodist Episcopal Church Sanatorium—tuberculosis project enjoining aid of a million dollars in buildings and equipment.

"We say," says Rev. J. W. Irwin, D. D., executive secretary of the association, "we will collect $250,000 and will use the same and daughters of Methodist ministers so opportunity not only to honor our fathers and mothers, but also to assist in making the world more than a million persons with this disease. The service will be open and will be provided with food and rest in those who are unable to pay the cost of their trip for health. Doctor Irwin added that probably no movement in the history of Methodism ever has struck such a popular appeal and that the need for the service is widespread. In his own words, the services have been followed by the names and addresses of 100,000 sons and daughters of Methodist ministers.

"Our greatest concern now," he continued, "is to provide the most effective and convenient way of reaching the public to serve in public places." The service will be provided with food and rest in those who are unable to pay the cost of their trip for health. Doctor Irwin added that probably no movement in the history of Methodism ever has struck such a popular appeal and that the need for the service is widespread. In his own words, the services have been followed by the names and addresses of 100,000 sons and daughters of Methodist ministers.
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Gene Worley

Wanted

Old Bottles, Glass plates used to set cups in Indian relish; Old glass.

Must Be Old Pieces

W. E. McMurray

130 N. Ludlow St.

Dayton, O.

MINI AND YOUNG MINT SHOES AND OXFORDS At special prices

$2.90 and $3.75

A SHOE TO FIT EVERY FOOT, in both black and tan leathers.

UP-TO-DATE models, but at MONEY SAVING PRICES.

THE SPECIAL DISCOUNTS on all children's and infant's shoes of

10/90

will be withdrawn this SATURDAY NIGHT.

50c pair will buy shoes that are

$1.

are worth considering, as they contain values up to $2.50.

George Worley
CHEVROLET
("The Worlds Lowest Priced Modern Quality Car")

We wish to thank the people of this community—for their most HEARTY congratulations and GENEROUS approval of the CHEVROLET agency now established in Covington. The EN-THUSIASM for this PIONEER LIFE is but the first correct dream, and our—sails are set for a happy voyage. We have four models on display, including a Couch, Coupe, Sedan and Roadster, and can fill your order immediately.

Remember also that we have SERVICE in COVINGTON, and intend to stand back of our product.

"Come in, the water is fine,"—and we shall do our utmost to please you. "NO LOOK, NO SEE," and if no SEA, NO SAIL-ING ME.

W. A. FREEMAN
Dealer

NEWARK Lingerie
wide selection of undergarments

Cherry White & Elmer's

A. D. HARRIS

Bellevue City

E JONES

SPECIALS
W. L. MAIER'S
Grocery

SUNDAY Raleigh
SKYHI—Guaranteed
Flour; 24 lb. and $1.02
Light Hoo X,
Ebony or Red 15c
Kilbe Flaked White
Soup, 15c

Light Hoo X,
Ebony or Red 15c
Kilbe Flaked White
Soup, 15c

Light Hoo X,
Ebony or Red 15c
Kilbe Flaked White
Soup, 15c

Light Hoo X,
Ebony or Red 15c
Kilbe Flaked White
Soup, 15c

Light Hoo X,
Ebony or Red 15c
Kilbe Flaked White
Soup, 15c

Light Hoo X,
Ebony or Red 15c
Kilbe Flaked White
Soup, 15c

Light Hoo X,
Ebony or Red 15c
Kilbe Flaked White
Soup, 15c

Light Hoo X,
Ebony or Red 15c
Kilbe Flaked White
Soup, 15c

Light Hoo X,
Ebony or Red 15c
Kilbe Flaked White
Soup, 15c

MAYS PIQUA THEATRE
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19TH ONLY
Continuous 2 p.m. to 11 p.m.
THE PHOTO PLAY SEASON OF 1927
Jackie Coogan—

"Johnny Get Your Hair Cut"
In this picture—JACKIE grows up—Gets his hair cut—Turns jockey and wins a thrilling horse race.

To "The Kid," its COOGANS greatest picture!

SPECIAL! SPECTACLE SPECIAL! SPECTACLE

ROBERTAS CIRCO
Educated dogs, monkeys, ponies and an irredeemable bucking mule. Also two other BIG ACTS OF VAUDEVILLE.

REGULAR SATURDAY PRICES!